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Floris van Wanroij Fine Art, founded in 2008, is an art dealership specializing in Dutch and Flemish Old 

Master Paintings, early European Sculpture and Works of Art from the Haute Époque period. Floris van 

Wanroij obtained a M.Phil in the History of Art and Culture cum laude from the University of Maastricht and 

Cornell University. Our collection comprises works of quality, art historic rarity and ascetic beauty. We are 

exceedingly attentive to restoration, preservation and art historic research. 

 

At BRAFA we will present a collection of fine Dutch and Flemish Old Master paintings, dating from the early 

16th century to the late 18th century, among which works by the Antwerp Mannerist Adriaen van Overbeke, 

Gillis Claesz de Hondecoeter and Joos de Momper. Also we will bring some exceptional examples of early 

European Sculpture from the late Gothic, Renaissance and Baroque period.  

 

This year, two highlights from our collection are:  

 

 Michiel Jansz. van Mierevelt 

Delft, 1566 – Delft, 1641 

Portrait of Louise de Coligny (1555 – 1620), 

Princess consort of Orange 

Annotated with the collection number ‘95’, lower 

left 

Oil on panel 

H. 45,8 cm. W. 39,5 cm. 

PROVENANCE 

Private collection, Germany 

 

 

– The present work on panel – recently discovered in a German private collection – displays 

alterations in the composition, which indicates that the present work may be the – formerly 

thought – lost prototype by Van Mierevelt.  

 

 Jan III van Doorne 

Malines, 1616 – Malines, 1663 

A ‘Jansenist’ Cristo Vivo 

Signed with monogram ‘VD’, under the right foot 

Boxwood, carved in full round, on later ebony base 

H. 40 cm. (excluding base) 

PROVENANCE 

Private collection, Belgium 

 

 



– An exceptional example of Malines Baroque sculpture. Signed Baroque sculpture of this quality is very rare 

and the ‘Jansenist’ iconography of the present corpus is of art great art-historic interest. An extraordinary 

piece of museum quality, recently discovered in a Belgium private collection.  
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